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ABSTRACT: Theoretical and experimental studies have been
conducted to elucidate the mechanism of the formal nucleophilic
boryl substitution of aryl and alkyl bromides with silylborane in the
presence of potassium methoxide. Density functional theory was used
in conjunction with the artificial force induced reaction method in
the current study to determine the mechanism of this reaction. The
results of this analysis led to the identification of a unique carbanion-
mediated mechanism involving the halogenophilic attack of a silyl
nucleophile on the bromine atom of the substrate. These calculations
have, therefore, provided a mechanistic rationale for this counter-
intuitive borylation reaction. Furthermore, the good functional group
compatibility and high reactivity exhibited by this reaction toward
sterically hindered substrates can be understood in terms of the low
activation energy required for the reaction of the silyl nucleophile
with the bromine atom of the substrate and the subsequent rapid and selective consumption of the carbanion species by the in
situ generated boron electrophile. The results of an experimental study involving the capture of the anion intermediate provided
further evidence in support of the generation of a carbanion species during the course of this reaction. The anomalous formal
nucleophilic borylation mechanism reported in this study could be used to provide new insights into silicon and boron chemistry.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organoboronate esters are important building blocks in organic
synthesis, and considerable research efforts have been focused
on the development of synthetic methods for the construction
of compounds containing this boronate ester group.1 In this
regard, Ito et al.2 recently reported the development of a novel
formal nucleophilic boryl substitution reaction, which involved
the borylation of aryl, alkenyl, and alkyl halides with a
silylborane species in the presence of an alkoxy base. This
method of borylation is generally referred to as base-mediated
borylation with a silylborane (BBS method). The BBS method
shows good functional group compatibility and high levels of
reactivity toward sterically hindered aryl bromides and can be
conducted at ambient temperature in the absence of a
transition metal catalyst. Many organometallic ate complexes
(i.e., borate, silicate, cuprate, zincate, etc.) are often applied for
transmetalation reactions.3 However, one of the most
interesting features of this reaction is that it appears to exhibit
a counterintuitive reaction profile. For example, the reaction of
a silylborane reagent with an appropriate base or nucleophile
leads to the generation of a silyl nucleophile.4 In addition, the
nucleophilic aromatic substitution of aryl halides does not us-
ually occur under low-temperature conditions without a highly

electron-withdrawing group on the aromatic substrate.5 The
borylation activity described in Ito’s work was, therefore,
unexpected in that it deviated considerably from the reactivity
behaviors previously reported in silicon and boron chemistry.6

Although this reaction is of particular interest with regard to
its synthetic utility, very little is known about the mechanism
of this reaction, and further work is, therefore, required to
develop a deeper understanding of the mechanism associated
with this process.
Significant research efforts have been directed toward the

development of borylation reactions for the synthesis of alkyl
and aryl boronate esters,7−10 and the borylation of organo-
halides represents one of the most reliable and widely used
methods for the synthesis of organoboronate esters. Alkyl and
aryl boronate esters can generally be prepared by the reaction
of boron electrophiles with organolithium or Grignard reagents,
which can be readily prepared from the corresponding
organohalides.7 However, the application of these reactions
has been limited by their requirement for strongly basic and
highly nucleophilic organometallic reagents, which invariably
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lead to poor functional group compatibility. The transition
metal-catalyzed boryl substitution reaction of aryl and alkyl
halides or pseudohalides has emerged as a useful alternative for
the formation of organoboronate esters, showing high levels of
functional group compatibility.8,9 The application of these
methods to the synthesis of pharmaceutical agents or organic
materials, however, has been limited because of the costs
associated with the use of transition metals on a large scale and
the potential for the contamination of the product with residual
transition metals.11

The BBS method is a newly developed, transition metal-free
reaction for the synthesis of organoboronate esters, but the
mechanism of this reaction has not yet been elucidated. A
tentative mechanism (Scheme 1) has been proposed for this

reaction based on several experimental observations,2 which
involves the formation of a carbanion species via a metal−
halogen exchange.9i,12,13 The silyl substitution reaction of aryl
halides with a silyllithium reagent was also reported by
Strohmann et al.14 According to this mechanism,2 PhMe2Si−
B(pin) (1) initially reacts with potassium methoxide (2a) to
give silylborane/alkoxy base complex A. Subsequent nucleo-
philic attack of the silyl moiety of complex A on the bromine
atom of alkyl or aryl bromide 3 leads to the formation of
complex B or C, which contains a nucleophilic carbon moiety
or carbanion species, respectively. The carbon nucleophile
then attacks the boron electrophile rather than the silyl
bromide (4) to give the corresponding organoborate inter-
mediate [RB(pin)OMe]−K+, which provides organoboronate
ester 5 through the reaction of [RB(pin)OMe]−K+ with the in
situ generated silyl bromide 4, with silyl ether 6 and potassium
bromide (7) being formed as byproducts. There are, however,
several issues with this mechanism. For example, this
mechanism assumes that a thermodynamically and kinetically
unstable organopotassium intermediate can be generated from
a relatively unreactive silyl borate species. Furthermore, the
proposed generation of a highly reactive organopotassium
intermediate is not consistent with the high level of functional
group compatibility observed for this method. On the basis of
these inconsistencies, it is clear that further comprehensive
theoretical studies are required to provide a deeper under-
standing of this reaction mechanism. Extensive reaction path

screening could be also used to exclude other possible reaction
pathways.
Given that it is not easy to explain the products resulting

from the BBS method according to our current understanding
of silicon and boron chemistry, it may not be possible to apply
our existing theoretical understanding of the borylation of C−X
and C−H bonds by transition metals15 to this reaction. With
this in mind, further studies are necessary to enhance our
theoretical understanding to the extent that we can adequately
explain this transformation. Nevertheless it can be difficult to
apply conventional calculation methods to mechanistic studies
involving novel or poorly defined reaction mechanisms because
it may be necessary to consider multiple reaction pathways.
Furthermore, this approach requires a large number of trial-
and-error calculations to allow for the sequential identification
of the intermediates and transition states (TSs) involved in the
assumed mechanism. The artificial force induced reaction
(AFIR) method is an automated reaction path search
method16,17 that can be used as a powerful tool in theoretical
studies toward the elucidation of reaction mechanisms. The
AFIR method pushes given chemical species, such as substrates,
catalysts, bases, etc., together by applying an artificial force. In
practice, a model function called AFIR function is used, where
this function is given as the sum of the potential energy
function of the reacting system and a force term. The force
term eliminates potential barriers along a reaction coordinate
and allows for efficient identification of product’s geometry by
minimization of this function. Moreover, along the minimiza-
tion path of the model function (AFIR path), approximate TS
geometries can be obtained. These approximate TSs are further
optimized without the force in order to obtain real TSs. We
note that in the following all TSs as well as minimum energy
structures discussed are real TSs and local minima that were
reoptimized without the force term. By systematic applications,
the AFIR method allows for the identification of working
reaction pathways, including unexpected ones, from the many
different possibilities without the need to estimate any of the
TS structures.
Herein, we present the results of a detailed density functional

theory (DFT) study on the BBS method using the AFIR
method. The results of this comprehensive theoretical
investigation have allowed for the construction of a complete
reaction pathway. This new pathway shows several similarities
to the carbanion-mediated mechanism in Scheme 1. The results
of this study can also be used to rationalize the selectivity of the
borylation/silylation process as well as the good functional
group compatibility and the high reactivity exhibited by the
reactions toward sterically hindered substrates. The results of
this study have also eliminated the possibility of a neutral
radical or radical anion-mediated mechanism being involved in
the reaction using CIS- and TDDFT-based electronic excitation
energy calculations. The result of an additional experimental
study for capturing the anion intermediate also supports the
aryl anion-mediated mechanism.

■ RESULTS
Our initial efforts focused on systematically exploring the
pathways potentially involved in the reaction of (dimet-
hylphenylsilyl)boronic acid pinacol ester [PhMe2Si−B(pin),
1] with (2-bromoethyl)benzene (3a) in the presence of
potassium methoxide using the AFIR method. Further details
of this process have been provided below in the Computational
Details section. On the basis of the intermediates and TSs

Scheme 1. Proposed Reaction Mechanism of Formal Boryl
Substitution of Organic Bromine Compounds (R = Aryl or
Alkyl) with Silylborane and Alkoxy Base
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obtained for this set of substrates, the reaction pathways for the
reaction of compound 1 with bromobenzene (3b) in the
presence of potassium methoxide were computed using
standard geometry optimization calculations. These reactions
are described in Scheme 2 [case-A (eq 1) and case-B (eq 2),
respectively].

All of the structures described in this article were optimized
at the M06-L18a/6-311+G(2d,p) level. It is important to
mention that the energy profiles described in the current study
have been discussed in terms of the Gibbs free energy in the gas
phase. Furthermore, the free energy corrections used in the
current study were estimated using ideal gas, rigid-rotor, and
harmonic approximations. Single-point calculations were made
at the M0618b/6-311+G(3df,2p) level for all of the structures
identified in the current study, and solvent effects were taken
into account using the C-PCM19 method. The main features of
the energy profiles discussed below do not change between
these two computational levels, and information pertaining to
the latter is shown in the Supporting Information.
Case-A (R = PhCH2CH2). The current mechanism was

obtained by the application of a systematic reaction path search
to the case-A reaction using the AFIR method.17 The range
used in the current reaction path search is described below. An
approximate upper energy barrier threshold can be specified in
AFIR calculations, and the value used in the current study was
set to 47.8 kcal/mol (200 kJ/mol). All of the atoms in the
methyl and phenyl groups of compounds 1−3a, as well as the
potassium atom and all the atoms in the pinacolate portion of
the B(pin) moiety, were set as being inactive (i.e., reactions
involving bond rearrangements in these areas of the substrates
were ignored). A systematic search was then conducted at a low
computational level (see Computational Details), which led to
the identification of numerous reaction pathways. Reactions
involving E2 elimination and α-proton elimination mechanisms
with compound 3a were found but excluded without further
consideration. These reactions were not seen in the experi-
ment2 and were therefore considered to be unimportant to the
main mechanism of the BBS method. All of the other pathways
were considered at a reliable computational level, and the
results are discussed below. It is important to mention that
pathways for conformational changes in the inactive parts were
not examined systematically.20 Although exhaustive sampling of
the conformations present in the TS is required to quanti-
tatively predict the selectivity of a given process,17b this work
was considered to be well beyond the scope of this study and
was, therefore, not conducted.
Figure 1 shows the free energy diagram (373.15 K, 1.0 atm)

obtained for the case-A reaction, which involved the borylation
of an sp3 carbon. Five elementary reactions were identified

during this process, including (I) the coordination of the
methoxide ion (2a′) to the boron atom of compound 1 to give
complex [PhMe2Si−B(pin)OMe]−K+ (A2 of Figure 1); (II-a)
adsorption of PhCH2CH2Br (3a) to A2 giving A2′; (II-b)
generation of PhMe2Si

− (8) and MeOB(pin) (9) via the
cleavage of the B−Si bond (A3 of Figure 1); (III) formation of
PhCH2CH2

− (10a) and PhMe2SiBr (4) by the reaction of 8
with PhCH2CH2Br (3a), which allowed for the initial anion
charge to be transferred from the silicon atom to the carbon
atom (A4 of Figure 1); (IV) production of [PhCH2CH2B-
(pin)OMe]−K+ (11a) via the reaction of 9 with 10a (A5 of
Figure 1); and (V) removal of the methoxy group in 11a by a
nucleophilic substitution reaction to give the desired product,
5a (A6 of Figure 1). We computed both paths with and without
3a for the reaction steps (I) and (II), and Figure 1 shows only
the most feasible path in which 3a adsorbs at the step (II-a). In
the steps from A3 to A5 or A7, there are also species that do
not explicitly participate in the reaction, e.g., MeOB(pin) in
TS(A3/A4). However, the barriers in all of these reaction steps
are low. These steps thus proceed rapidly without waiting for
dissociation of such species. On this point, a detailed discussion
is presented for the case-B reaction in the Supporting
Information.
Kleeberg et al. reported the formation of related disilyl

complex [(PhMe2Si)2B(pin)]
−K(18-C-6)+ in a reaction of 3.3

equiv of PhMe2Si−B(pin) and 1.0 equiv of K[(18-C-6)(O-t-
Bu)].4e In our system, no obvious signal corresponding to
[(PhMe2Si)2B(pin)]

− at 9.2 ppm was observed by means of the
11B NMR spectrum of the mixture of 1.5 equiv of PhMe2Si−
B(pin) and 1.2 equiv of KOMe in DME containing 10%(v/v)
of THF-d8. The [(PhMe2Si)2B(pin)]

−K(18-C-6)+ species was
reported to have silylation reactivity, but the silylation com-
pound was the minor product experimentally. We thus omit the
reaction pathway via this species.
Silyl and alkyl anions bearing alkali metals as their coun-

terions generally exhibit high levels of nucleophilicity and
basicity, which can lead to the occurrence of various side
reactions. However, the theoretical energy profile suggested
that this was not the case in the current reaction. Silyl anion 8
in A3 was rapidly consumed by the subsequent halogenophilic
attack process, which proceeded via TS(A3/A4′) with a very
low energy barrier of only 0.4 kcal/mol. Furthermore,
significant cation−π interactions existed between the potassium
cation and the phenyl group of the PhCH2CH2 moiety in the
metastable intermediate A4′,21 which proceeds directly to the
borylation reaction through TS(A4′/A5). Carbanion 10a
reacted with MeOB(pin) (9) in A4′ through TS(A4′/A5),
which had a very low energy barrier of only 1.2 kcal/mol. These
results therefore indicated that the reactive carbanion species
were short-lived intermediates that had very little chance of
reacting with the other functional groups.
Although A4 can undergo both borylation and silylation

reactions, the ratio for the generation of A4 and A4′ from A3
was determined to be 23:77, based on the free energy gap of
0.9 kcal/mol between TS(A3/A4) and TS(A3/A4′) as well as
the Boltzmann distribution at 373.15 K. The Boltzmann dis-
tribution revealed that the reaction path through TS(A3/A4)
was the minor component and that A3 was mainly consumed by
the borylation reaction, which proceeded through TS(A3/A4′)
and TS(A4′/A5). The energy difference between TS(A4/A5)
and TS(A4/A7) was determined to be 1.5 kcal/mol, and this
value was used to predict the ratio for the generation of
A5 and A7 from A4, which was 88:12. The borylation/silylation

Scheme 2. Boron Substitution Reactions of Compounds 3a
and 3b Using the BBS Method
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ratio was then calculated by combining the two ratios described
above for the two different branches of the reaction and was
found to be 97:3. This ratio was, therefore, consistent with the
experimental borylation/silylation selectivity of 91:9.2

In the final step, [PhCH2CH2B(pin)OMe]−K+ (11a) reacts
with PhMe2SiBr (4) in A5. Although there was a substantial
energy barrier to this step, there is no need to discuss this step
in greater detail because the desired product was obtained from
both A5 and A6 following an aqueous quench of the reaction.
Of the five different reaction steps, step (II), which involved a
heterolytic B−Si bond cleavage reaction, had the highest energy
barrier and was, therefore, considered to be the rate-
determining step in this reaction.
The possibility of the silyl substitution via an SN2 mechanism

in the case-A reaction system was investigated. The
combination of a silylborane species with a strong base can
lead to the in situ production of nucleophilic silyl species.4 With
this in mind, it was envisaged that PhMe2Si

− (8) could react
with compound 3a via an SN2 pathway.2 The AFIR search
identified a reaction path corresponding to this SN2 mechanism.

Two alternative SN2 pathways leading to the formation of C−O
bonds were also identified during the AFIR search, and TSs for
all three of these SN2 pathways are described in Figure 2. The
free energies (ΔG⧧) relative to the individually optimized
reactants (“start” in Figure 1) are shown below each TS struc-
ture together with the activation free energies (ΔΔG⧧). The
nucleophilic attack of the methoxide group through the TSs
shown in Figure 2a,b would require the formation of unstable
TSs with high ΔG⧧ values of 15.6 and 22.4 kcal/mol,
respectively. The TS for the silylation, which would involve
the nucleophilic attack of PhMe2Si

− (8), in Figure 2c was also
found to be unfavorable, with a ΔG⧧ value of −0.1 kcal/mol,
which was higher than that of the TSs shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, the activation barriers (ΔΔG⧧) for these
pathways were also high. On the basis of these results, the
SN2 pathways were dismissed as having a negligible impact on
the outcome of the current reactions.

Case-B (R = Ph). The free energy diagram (303.15 K, 1.0 atm)
for the borylation and silylation reactions of the sp2 carbon in
the case-B reaction is shown in Figure 3. It is noteworthy that

Figure 1. Reaction pathways leading to the boron product. “Start” corresponds to the reactant (i.e., 1, 2a, and 3a, which were separately optimized),
An, to an intermediate complex (local minimum),20 and TS(An/Am), to the transition state connecting An and Am. Gibbs free energy values
(373.15 K, 1.0 atm) based on M06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) calculations relative to the start position are shown in kcal/mol. Schematic representations of
the optimized structures corresponding to An or TS(An/Am) are shown in the current reaction. For steps from the start position to A2, profiles
without 3a are presented as the most reasonable path.
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different temperatures of 373.15 and 303.15 K were used to
evaluate the free energy profiles for the case-A and case-B

reactions, respectively, to allow for the results to be compared
with experimental results that were obtained at the same
temperatures. Figure 3 looks very similar to the diagram shown
in Figure 1 in that the overall reaction is composed of five steps
(i.e., steps I−V), which were discussed above for the case-A
reaction. Given that the final step was considered to have very
little impact on the outcome of the overall reaction, the rate-
determining step was, therefore, determined to be the step
corresponding to the cleavage of the B−Si bond through
TS(B2′/B3).
Detachment/attachment of PhBr (3b) at B3 is slower than

the forward and backward steps. This was confirmed by
evaluation of the free energy along their reaction coordinates.
That is, we performed a constrained optimization fixing the
distance between Br in 3b and K in the remaining part at RK−Br =
6 Å and the normal-mode analysis for the projected Hessian. This
gave an estimate of the free energy of −3.4 kcal/mol at RK−Br =
6 Å. This is higher than both TS(B3/B4) and TS(B2′/B3).
On the other hand, the free energy at RK−Br = 6 Å along

Figure 3. Reaction pathways leading to the B/Si products. “Start” corresponds to the different reactants (i.e., 1, 2a, and 3b, which were optimized
separately). Bn refers to an intermediate complex (local minimum),20 and TS(Bn/Bm), to a transition state connecting Bn and Bm. Gibbs free
energy values (303.15 K, 1.0 atm) based on M06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) calculations relative to the start position are presented in kcal/mol. Schematic
representations of the optimized Bn and TS(Bn/Bm) structures in the current reaction. For steps from the start position to B2, profiles without 3b
are presented as the most reasonable path.

Figure 2. TS structures, free energies (ΔG⧧) relative to the reactants
(i.e., 1, 2a, and 3a), and activation free energies (ΔΔG⧧) of the SN2
reaction pathways. Free energy values (373.15 K, 1.0 atm) based on
M06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) calculations are given in kcal/mol. It was
assumed that the molecule that did not participate in the reactions in
(a) and (c) existed at an infinity distance.
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the detachment/attachment coordinate of 3b at B2′ was
−20.9 kcal/mol. This is much lower than TS(B2′/B3). The
profile shown in Figure 2 thus is the best path concerning exis-
tence or nonexistence of 3b. Details of this analysis are de-
scribed in Supporting Information Figures S4, S6-1, and S6-2.
Decomposition of reaction complexes with dissociation of

species that do not directly participate in the reaction can be a
favored process. However, this is not the case in the reaction
steps from B3 to B5 and B7 of the present reaction. This is
because activation free energies required in these steps are all
very low. In other words, these steps proceed rapidly before
dissociation of such species. In order to confirm this, we calcu-
lated free energy values along dissociation coordinates of these
species. For example, for reaction complex B4, the distance
RK−B between the K atom and the B atom in (pin)B−OMe was
chosen as the dissociation coordinate of (pin)B−OMe. Then,
we performed a constrained optimization, fixing the distance
at RK−B = 8 Å and the normal-mode analysis for the pro-
jected Hessian. This gave an estimate of the free energy of
−27.0 kcal/mol at RK−B = 8 Å. This is much higher than the
TSs for the forward reactions: −35.3 kcal/mol for borylation
and −33.9 kcal/mol for silylation. Thus, the reaction proceeds
before dissociation of (pin)B−OMe. In this way, we confirmed
that the reaction proceeds with the path from B3 to B5 and B7
shown in Figure 3 without dissociation of any species. Details of
this analysis are described in Supporting Information Figure S6-1.
The possibility of radical reaction pathways was checked

using several calculations. Strohmann et al.14a suggested the
existence of a radical-mediated pathway in the reaction of silyl
anions with organic halides, which is mechanistically related
to the BBS method,14a and TS(B3/B4), which involves the
halogenophilic attack step, that could possess some radical
character. The results of a CIS-based MO stability check22 at
the UM06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) level, however, indicated that
TS(B3/B4) was closed-shell at the electronic ground state.
Furthermore, TDDFT-based electronic excitation energy
calculations for the complex composed of B2 and PhBr
revealed that the closed-shell electronic ground state was well
separated from the first electronic excited state by 103.6 and
122.2 kcal/mol at the CAM-B3LYP23/6-311+G(2d,p) and
LC-BLYP24/6-311+G(2d,p) levels, respectively. These results
therefore excluded the possibility of an open-shell radical
species being involved in this reaction.
A significant difference was found between the case-A and

case-B pathways in terms of the complexes containing the
anionic intermediates PhCH2CH2

− and Ph− (A4′ and B4). In
the case-B reaction, cleavage of the C−Br bond resulted in
the formation of the stable intermediate B4 bearing a K−C
bond. The interaction between the terminal C atom of the
PhCH2CH2

− anion and the potassium cation in A4′ was
weakened, however, by the strong interaction between the
potassium cation and the Ph group, which separated the
potassium cation from the terminal C atom. The relatively
strong interaction between the potassium cation and the Ph
group of the PhCH2CH2

− anion could explain why the
metastable intermediate A4′ was identified as a local potential
energy minimum in the case-A reaction.
In a similar manner to the case-A reaction, the case-B

reaction also involved two reaction pathways at B4 (i.e.,
borylation and silylation reactions). Experimental results
showed that the borylation reaction occurred in preference to
the silylation reaction. This preference can be understood in
terms of the difference in the free energy values of TS(B4/B5)

and TS(B4/B7), with the former being 1.4 kcal/mol lower in
energy than the latter. This energy difference was very similar
to the corresponding energy gap of 1.5 kcal/mol in the case-A
reaction. Taken together, these results indicated that the
borylation reaction was kinetically favored over the silylation
reaction. On the basis of this free energy gap and the
Boltzmann distribution, the B/Si branching ratio of the case-B
reaction was estimated to be 92:8, and this ratio was consistent
with the experimental borylation/silylation ratio of 94:6 from
the BBS method.

Experimental Results. The validity of the proposed aryl
anion-mediated mechanism was supported by the results of an
experiment involving the borylation of an aryl halide (3c) bearing
a TBS ether group next to its bromine atom (Scheme 3a). The

reaction of 3c with silylborane 1 in the presence of potassium
methoxide proceeded as an intramolecular silyl substitution
reaction instead of a boryl substitution reaction to give TBS-
substituted product 12c in moderate yield (53% isolated yield),
without detection of borylation product 5c. This result
suggested that the corresponding aryl anion species was
generated in situ and that this species subsequently attacked
the silicon atom of the proximal TBS group at a greater rate
than the boron or phenyldimethylsilyl electrophile derived from
the silylborane. It is noteworthy that Hudrlik et al.25 recently
reported an intramolecular retro-Brook rearrangement, which
proceeded via a similar mechanism (Scheme 3b).

Substrate and Base Dependence. We now have the
major reaction path for the BBS method. Thus, it would be
interesting to look at energy profiles of this path for different
substrates and bases. In practice, five aryl halides, 3e−3i, and
four bases, 2b−2e, listed in Scheme 4 were considered. In the

Supporting Information, all computed energy profiles are
compared in Figure 3. Some trends seen in these energy

Scheme 3. Intramolecular Retro-Brook Rearrangement of a
Silylborane Species in the Presence of an Alkoxy Base

Scheme 4. Aryl Halides and Bases Used in Discussions on
the Reactivity of the BBS Method
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profiles provided several points that can be beneficial for further
optimization of the BBS method.
At first, the activation energy in the halogenophilic attack on

sterically hindered 2,4,6-triisopropylbromobenzene (3e) was inves-
tigated and found to be reasonably low (ΔΔG⧧ = 1.9 kcal/mol,
Figure 4). TS(B2′/B3) was slightly lower than TS(B3/B4) for 3e

as shown in Figure S5-1, and the reaction thus is expected to
proceed smoothly with 3e. This is consistent with the high
reactivity of the BBS method toward sterically hindered
substrates.2

Second, the halide effect [PhBr (3b) vs PhCl (3f) vs PhI
(3g)] and substitution effect of para position [PhBr (3b) vs
p-MeO−C6H4Br (3h) vs p-F−C6H4Br (3i)] were investi-
gated experimentally and theoretically (see the Supporting
Information: S11 for experimental data and Figures S5-2, S5-4,
S6-2, and S6-3 for theoretical energy profiles.) Experimentally,
it was shown that the reactivity increases as 3g > 3b > 3f and
3i > 3b > 3h.26 These experiments also showed that reactions
of different substrates are in competition when two substrates
are combined together. Consistently, ΔG⧧ values at the rate-
determining TS(B2′/B3) are very close to each other for these
substrates; ΔG⧧ values at TS(B2′/B3) are 7.5, 8.7, 7.3, 6.9, and
7.2 kcal/mol for 3b, 3f, 3g, 3h, and 3i, respectively, in our best
estimate with inclusion of the solvent effect by C-PCM. These
values reproduce the experimental reactivity trends qualita-
tively; only the ΔG⧧ for 3h showed deviation from the
experimental trend. Nevertheless, these <1 kcal/mol energy
differences are too small to be discussed with the present
computational level. Moreover, the computational trend
changed by inclusion of the solvent effect with C-PCM (see
Supporting Information). Treatment with more accurate ab
initio theory and explicit consideration of movements of
surrounding solvent molecules are required for further
quantitative predictions.
Third, the impact of the base is investigated. We reported

that KOMe (2a) gave the borylation and minor silylation
products of p-MeO−C6H4Br (3h) in 92% yield with high B/Si
ratio (95:5). The reaction with NaOMe (2c) resulted in 81%
yield (5b + 6b) with a B/Si ratio of 80:20. We also found
that the borylation of PhBr (3b) with K(O-t-Bu) (2d) and
Li(O-t-Bu) (2e) as the base gave moderate to high yield and
B/Si selectivity [66% yield (5b + 6b), B/Si = 73:27; 94% yield
(5b + 6b), B/Si = 85:15, respectively] under previously
reported reaction conditions.2 Theoretical results showed that
all of the bases shown in Scheme 4 provide ΔΔG⧧ values that
are low enough to promote the borylation reaction. However, it
is difficult to fully elucidate the reactivity and selectivity trends

of the experimental results. This is probably because of the
solubility difference of the bases (for details, see Figure S10 in
the Supporting Information). KOMe (2a), LiOMe (2b), and
NaOMe (2c) are only partially soluble in dimethoxyethane,
whereas K(O-t-Bu) (2d) and Li(O-t-Bu) (2e) are fairly soluble
in the solvent. It is noteworthy that the reaction of LiOMe (2b)
afforded no borylation/silylation products in the experiment,
although the theoretical results for LiOMe indicate its moderate
reactivity. This inconsistency is attributable to the very slow
Si−B bond cleavage in the real LiOMe reaction system because
of the extremely low solubility of LiOMe in the reaction
medium and relatively higher ΔΔG⧧ value at the Si−B bond
cleavage step (B2′ → B3) (for details, see the Supporting
Information). Furthermore, in this study, we optimized TSs
obtained for the reaction with 2a after substituting the
corresponding metal atom without further conformational
analysis. The B/Si selectivity would be determined by a subtle
energy gap between the silylation TS and the borylation TS,
and its quantitative prediction further requires an extensive
conformational sampling. Such an analysis for quantitative
discussions of the B/Si selectivity will be a future subject.

■ DISCUSSION
The pathways computed in the current study for the case-A and
case-B reactions provide adequate explanations of many of the
characteristic features of the BBS method. The BBS method
was initially highlighted for its good functional group
compatibility and high reactivity toward sterically hindered
substrates.2 In the reaction profiles shown in Figures 1 and 3,
the step involving the cleavage of the Si−B bond through
TS(AorB2′/AorB3) was identified as the rate-determining step.
The reaction proceeded rapidly beyond this point, with
unstable intermediates such as the silyl anion and carbanion
species being immediately consumed with very low energy
barriers (see the steps from AorB3 to AorB5 in Figures 1 and 3).
This result indicated that all of these intermediates almost
exclusively underwent the borylation reaction, even when they
contained other reactive functional groups. Furthermore, the
structures of the TSs involved in these steps provide some
rationale for the high borylation reactivity observed in the
BBS method toward sterically hindered aryl bromides. The
TS(B3/B4) structure shows that the steric hindrance provided
by the substrate would be too far removed from the reactive
σ*(C−Br) orbital to have a noticeable impact on the reactivity,
whereas catalysts usually interact with the carbon and bromo
atoms in the C−Br bond directly in the transition metal-
catalyzed boryl substitution of aryl bromides. Actually, a bulky
substrate 3e showed a reasonable potential profile with low
barriers.
The BBS method proceeded to give a product with a

counterintuitive borylation reaction as well as a small amount of
the silylation product (5−10%).2 This distribution of products
suggests that these two channels are competing with each other
and that the energy barrier for the borylation reaction must be
slightly lower than that of the silylation reaction by a few
kcal/mol. This feature of the BBS method was effectively
reproduced in the current reaction profiles. Furthermore, the
results of simple thermodynamic analyses on the basis of their
free energy barriers and Boltzmann distributions predicted
borylation/silylation ratios of the case-A and case-B reactions to
be 97:3 and 92:8, respectively. These ratios were qualitatively
consistent with the experimental ratios of 91:9 and 94:6. The
energy profiles for these reactions showed that all of the

Figure 4. TS structures, free energies (ΔG⧧) relative to the reactants
(1, 2a, and 3b/3e), and activation free energies (ΔΔG⧧) for the halo-
genophilic attack reaction steps. Free energy values (303.15 K, 1.0 atm)
based on M06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) calculations are given in kcal/mol.
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borylation/silylation TSs existed along favorable pathways
[i.e., TS(A4′/A5), TS(A4/A5), TS(A4/A7), TS(B4/B5), and
TS(B4/B7)], with energy barriers in the range of 1−7 kcal/mol.
These low energy barriers were attributed to the carbanion
species, PhCH2CH2

− and Ph−, which are highly reactive
intermediates that can react spontaneously with B or Si. The
B/Si selectivities observed in these reactions can be understood,
therefore, in terms of the effectiveness of their interorbital
attraction between the Ph− and B/Si species. The selectivity of
an organic transformation can be understood and controlled in
terms of the hard and soft acids and bases principle. With this
in mind, the sp3/sp2 hybrid orbital of PhCH2CH2

−/Ph− would
better overlap much more effectively with the empty 2p orbital
of the MeOB(pin) moiety than the σ*(Si−Br) orbital of the
PhMe2SiBr moiety. This would explain why carbanions prefer
to react with B rather than Si.
The results of the current experiment strongly suggest that

several carbanion species were generated in situ, and these
results, therefore, support the involvement of unstable
intermediate A4, A4′, or B4 in the reaction. Taken together
with the comparison of the experimental observations and
theoretical reaction profiles provided above, these findings
provide strong support for the proposed mechanism shown in
Scheme 1.2 Furthermore, the application of the current AFIR
search to the case-A reaction allowed for the contributions from
many other possible pathways to be eliminated in a systematic
way, which provided further evidence in support of the validity
of this mechanism. Although the mechanism shown in Scheme
1 may look unusual in the sense that it involves highly reactive
intermediates derived from silyl anion and carbanion species, it
is important to realize that all of the theoretical and
experimental results of the current study are consistent with
this mechanism.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical investigation of the BBS reaction has been
conducted using the AFIR method. The resulting complete
reaction pathway for the BBS method was shown to involve the
halogenophilic attack of a silyl anion on the bromine atom of
the substrate and the rapid and selective consumption of a
resulting carbanion species by a boron electrophile. These
calculations provided a rational explanation for the counter-
intuitive borylation reactivity as well as accounted for the good
functional group compatibility of the reaction and its high
reactivity toward sterically hindered substrates. The use of the
AFIR method in the current study not only provided a
complete reaction pathway but also demonstrated the validity
of the proposed reaction mechanism by comprehensively
accounting for the other reaction mechanisms. An experiment
was also conducted involving the capture of an aryl anion
intermediate, and the results of this experiment provided
further support for the generation of a carbanion species during
the reaction. It is hoped that this novel mechanism will allow us
to expand our knowledge and understanding of silicon and
boron chemistry.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
For the case-A reaction, reaction pathways involving the conversion of
the reactants (i.e., 1, 2a, and 3a) to the major products and byproducts
were searched systematically at the B3LYP27 level with small basis sets
(STO-3G for all of the methyl and phenyl groups and 6-31G for all of
the other groups) using the AFIR method. It is necessary to determine
an upper threshold for the energy barrier when the AFIR method is

being used to conduct a systematic reaction pathway search. The
upper threshold used in the current study was set to 47.8 kcal/mol
(200 kJ/mol) for the initial searches. These searches can be performed
efficiently by choosing the reactive sites appropriately. Three reactive
sites were defined in reactants for the case-A reaction, including (i) the
ethylene moiety and Br atom in PhCH2CH2Br, (ii) the B and Si atoms
in PhMe2Si−B(pin), and (iii) the O atom in potassium methoxide.
These settings were employed consistently in all of the reaction steps.
The AFIR method gives many approximate reaction pathways, called
AFIR paths, as minimization pathways of the AFIR function.16 The
AFIR paths at the low computational level were subsequently
optimized using a conventional path optimization method known as
the locally updated planes28 (LUP) method at the M06-L/
6-311+G(d) level. Because the AFIR path can provide a good
estimate of the minimum energy path, LUP calculations converge
quickly, and only five LUP iterations were considered. Peaks along the
LUP paths were then optimized to the true TSs at the M06-L/
6-311+G(d) level. Important pathways were further optimized at the
M06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) level, and free energy corrections in the gas
phase were estimated by assuming ideal gas, rigid-rotor, and harmonic
approximations. Natural population analysis was performed at the
M06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) level. TSs for the case-B reaction were
optimized using important TSs obtained from the case-A reaction
by substituting the PhCH2CH2 group for a Ph group. Moreover, for
discussions of the substrate and base dependences, these TSs were
further optimized at the same computational level with different
substrates and bases, where, only for I atom, the Stuttgard
ECP46MDF29 effective core potential and corresponding basis set
were applied. All of the DFT calculations were performed with the
Gaussian 09 suite of programs.30 Automated searches as well as
geometry optimizations were performed using a developmental
version of the GRRM program with the DFT gradients and
Hessians.31

Single-point calculations were performed at the M06/6-311+G-
(3df,2p) level for all of the local minima and TSs shown in Figures 1
and 3 and TS(B2′/B3) shown in Figure S5-2 and S5-4. These solvent
effects were considered using the C-PCM method.19 1,4-Dioxane was
selected in the C-PCM calculations because it was the experimentally
optimized solvent in the case-A reaction. THF was selected as the
solvent for the case-B reaction in the C-PCM calculations because the
C-PCM parameters for THF were available in Gaussian 09.
Furthermore, experimental results have demonstrated that THF
exhibits similar reactivity and selectivity properties as those of
dimethoxyethane, which was employed as the optimized solvent in
the experiment. Gas-phase free energy corrections were conducted at
the M06-L/6-311+G(2d,p) level and added to the C-PCM single-
point energies at the M06/6-311+G(3df,2p) level to allow for the free
energy values to be estimated. In the case-A and case-B reactions, the
free energy profiles from AorB2 to AorB5 in the C-PCM solvents did
not differ significantly from those in the gas-phase calculations. Most
notably, the reaction steps following TS(AorB2/AorB3) to AorB5
possessed negligible barriers, which remained unchanged regardless of
any solvent effects. The free energy profiles in the C-PCM-solvents are
shown in the Supporting Information.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General. All of the materials used in the current study were

obtained from commercial suppliers and purified using standard
procedures unless otherwise noted. PhMe2Si−B(pin) was synthesized
according to the reported procedures32 or provided by Frontier
Scientific, Inc. Dry solvents for the reaction were purchased from
commercial suppliers and used as received unless otherwise noted.
DME was distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl prior to use.
KOMe (95%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA) and used as supplied without further purification. NMR spectra
were recorded on a JEOL JNM-ECS400 spectrometer (JEOL, Tokyo,
Japan). 1H, 13C, and 11B NMR spectra were obtained at 400, 100, and
127 MHz, respectively. Tetramethylsilane (1H), CDCl3 (13C), and
BF3·Et2O (11B) were employed as reference standards in the 1H, 13C,
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11B NMR experiments, respectively. 1,4-Diisopropylbenzene was used
as the internal standard for determining GC yield. The reaction shown
in eq 2 was performed in accordance with the previously reported
conditions on a 0.2 mmol scale.2 The reaction of phenyl bromide with
PhMe2Si−B(pin) and Li(O-t-Bu) was also conducted according to the
previously reported procedures using Li(O-t-Bu) instead of KOMe.2

Elemental analysis and high-resolution mass spectra were recorded at
the Center for Instrumental Analysis, Hokkaido University. Com-
pound 3c was prepared according to reported procedures.1,33

Procedures for Intramolecular Retro-Brook Rearrangement
with Silylborane and an Alkoxy Base. Potassium methoxide
(42.1 mg, 0.6 mmol) was added to a vial in a glovebox under an
atmosphere of argon, and the vial was then sealed with a screw cap
containing a silicon-coated rubber septum. The reaction vial was
removed from the glovebox and connected to a vacuum/nitrogen
manifold through a needle. DME (5 mL) and (dimethylphenylsilyl)-
boronic acid pinacol ester (196.7 mg, 0.75 mmol) were then added to
the vial, and the resulting mixture was stirred for 10 min at 30 °C. Aryl
bromide 3c (150.7 mg, 0.50 mmol) was then added to the reaction
mixture in a dropwise manner via a syringe, and the resulting mixture
was stirred for 1 h at 30 °C. The reaction mixture was then passed
through a thin pad of silica-gel, and the filtrate was collected and
evaporated to dryness to give a crude product as a residue, which was
purified by silica-gel column chromatography using 1−15% (v/v)
hexane/Et2O as the eluent to give crude product 12c (63% NMR yield).
The product was contaminated with a small amout of PhMe2SiOH,
which was removed under reduced pressure (0.3−0.4 hPa) at 45 °C.
The resulting crude product 12c was further purified by sublimation to
give 12c in 53% yield (55.5 mg, 0.266 mmol) as a white solid.
Characterization of the Retro-Brook Rearrangement Product

12c. [2-(tert-Butyldimethylsilyl)phenyl]methanol (12c).

1H NMR (392 MHz, CDCl3, δ): 0.36 (s, 6H), 0.88 (s, 9H), 4.73
(s, 2H), 7.26 (dt, J = 1.1, 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.38 (dt, J = 1.4, 7.5 Hz, 1H),
7.45−7.53 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (99 MHz, CDCl3, δ): −3.2 (CH3), 17.6
(C), 26.8 (CH3), 65.8 (CH2), 126.5 (CH), 127.8 (CH), 129.4 (CH),
135.2 (C), 136.2 (CH), 146.6 (C). HRMS-APCI (m/z): [M − H]+

calcd for C13H21OSi, 221.13672; found, 221.13670. Anal. Calcd for
C13H22OSi: C, 70.21%; H, 9.97%. Found: C, 69.96%; H, 10.10%.
Experimental Procedure for in Situ 11B{1H} NMR Analysis of

KOMe Adduct of PhMe2Si−B(pin). In a glovebox filled with argon,
KOMe (8.4 mg, 0.12 mmol) was added into a reaction vial with a
screw cap. After the vial was sealed with a silicon-coated rubber
septum, the vial was removed from the glovebox and connected with a
nitrogen glass manifold through a needle. After dry DME (0.9 mL)
and dry THF-d8 (0.1 mL) were added, the mixture was preheated at
30 °C with stirring. Then, PhMe2Si−B(pin) (39.3 mg, 0.15 mmol) was
added to the solution and stirred for 10 min. The mixture was then
transferred into a boron free, quartz NMR sample tube under nitrogen.
Then, the 11B{1H} NMR spectrum was recorded at room temperature.
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